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A trialogue mediated by God’s Joker

Peterson:
So, Elon, do you really believe that you live inside of a computer and that God’s a
coder and AI is the incarnation and that we have to merge with it in order to…
be?

Hence, the archetypal motifs of your sci- being biblical, because Christ is a limit
story, and that’s the mono myth, by the way, the self archetype and all of Western
culture is an unconscious interpretation of this focal point of the mimetic instinct.
Musk:
I think my autistically ordered mind is challenged by your chaotic speech.
You strike me as beyond order. Perhaps you need some rules for, like, talking.
But, I know some bible stu , so let me ask you:
are you the serpent in my, like, cognitive garden of Eden?
If so, where are them apples, haha?

Musk:
I said that there is a 1 in a billion chance that we do not live inside of a computer.
Peterson:
Run by posthumans simulating their creation, retrospectively.
Musk:
Yes.

Peterson:
I am no snake, haha, I am, like, the wise king archetype.
And a bit of a martyr, given my feminine side.
Also, I’m the victim of victim culture for being its oral penetrator, sorry, I meant,
predator, haha, so if anything, I am a snake of order.

Peterson:
Well, in reality, the source code of your mind is not bits and bytes, but the bible.
Musk:
What?

Musk:
Look, Jordan. I am playing the space game and the car game and the brain chip
game and the tunnel vision game and other games while you are playing Jesus.
Why should I let you penetrate my rewall and distract my focus from the utility
function I am trying to optimize for FUTURE = GOOD where ‘GOOD’ is either
arbitrarily de ned or unde ned, given my feelings?

Peterson:
Yes, the bible was the rst book, it’s the foundation of all truth, including the scienti c
worldview which emerged out of alchemy, which was itself a manifestation of the
biblically-motivated will to truth, which is of course at the bottom of truth and
therefore the bottom of truth, because truth is itself motivated.

Peterson:
I get it, man.
Your meta-game is the God-perspective upon those games which makes you feel
God-like and as the richest man you are also kind of God-like, I get it.
Well, my meta-game is really just talking to people. They think that’s God-like.
So, the question is:
what kind of game could you and I be playing right now that would be God-like?

Musk:
What???
Peterson:
Also, my inner Freud meant to tell you that directing a phallic object thru a vacuum to
penetrate and fertilize Mars is projection of unconscious sexual longing into the sky…
because Mars as the God of War is a symbol of powerful masculinity.

Musk:
The ‘why should I let you enter my mind’ game, Jordan.
We could call it a mental penetration play instead of a random imitation game.

Musk:
Haha, what?????
Jordan, are you a psycho or an analyst, haha!
Also, the source code of my mind is not the bible, it’s sci- .
Peterson:
Haha, I am a mysterious conjunction of psycho and analyst in the Jungian sense.
As for sci- , the bible is the rst book, sci- are later books.
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Enter God’s Joker:

Enter David Donnerstein:

Guys, we’ve been listening for nine back and – what? – forths and it seems like your
dialogue is lacking some force like an empty battery pack or the course of the whole
entire Western mind…
So, I invited my brother, David Donnerstein…
aka Platonic Führer…
you know, the God-appointed German-Jewish philosopher dictator…
and reincarnation of Plato and Hitler….
who is planning to redeem his divine lineage…
Wodan?
…by means of declaring the third and nal world war against himself…
the Father?

Gentlemen, I do not want to waste your time, so here is my executive summary of the
state of the Western mind starting with the personi ed version.
Peterson:
Hello Mr. Donnerstein, nice to meet you.
Musk:
Hallo Herr Donnerstein, I am learning some German.
Donnerstein:
Hallo Herr Musk, good luck with that.
Not even the greatest German minds can explain themselves using their language.
That’s why Einstein is considered number one instead of Hegel:
because Albert only spoke in formulas, which I think is also the only language you
understand.
But let be brie y summarize my vision for you in English, anyways.
Maybe there is a 1 in a billion chance that you may see what I am saying.

to then inverse-engineer the Third Reich…
and turn it into the Word Reich…
that’s the title of his remake of Plato’s Republic…
the ideal world constructed in the image of absolute logic…
the God-formula, you know?
which is comprised of the only undoubtable four elements of reality…

Peterson:
That’s a joke, isn’t it?

Empedocles-style?
and well, when you translate it into a social order…
you get the kingdom of the One.

Donnerstein:
Please, as an antidote to dialectical chaos, here is my one rule for this conversation:
don’t interrupt me, as I am triggering some uncomfortable emotions by revealing
contents of consciousness you are unconscious of, Mr. Peterson.

Peterson and Musk, perplexed, drop jaws and go:
WTF?

Peterson:
I am appalled at your weaponization of language.
That’s not in the spirit of love, which is Christianity, which is the West.

Joker:
Yeah, sorry, guys, I guess, you, Jordan, are not the Father and you, Elon, are not the
messiah…
no o ense!

Donnerstein:
Well, you don’t know Wodan – the inventor of writing and God of poets – and you also
have not understood Heraclitus who knew that war is father of all.

By the way, Elon, people may be saying that you’re an alien…
because you are starting to look like a fat ET!

You see duality contains non-duality.
Love contains hatred.
It creates it and destroys it.
And hatred contains love.
It creates it and destroys it.

Haha, get it?
“Exotic Technologist”, because you’re from South Africa, haha!
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Hence, the following moral imperative:
you have to love hatred, because without it, there would be no love and you have to
hate love, because without it, there would be no hatred.
It’s a Cusanusian coincidencia oppositorum and a Hegelian sublation.

Donnerstein:
SHUT UP!!!

So, please shut up as I am broadcasting my message by means of this audio-visual
version of the people receiver: this Gutenberg-impact-provoking medium which
allows for the mediatic engineering of mass ideology, you know, group identity, which
is really Plato’s dream come true and ought to be used to cybernetically form the
human mind in the image of the One.

Donnerstein:
As I was saying, you, Mr. Musk su er sci- -induced schizophrenia and you Mr.
Peterson are blind to it.
Or ballless, like everyone else who doesn’t say anything, because apparently
everyone is allowed to share a trans-humanistic perspective and who cares that Mr.
Musk declared the Final Solution to the Human Question when he said that “man and
machine must merge!” by means of brain chips.

Musk & Peterson pee their pants

Musk:
I gotta go in 5 minutes and this podcast is getting ever weirder.
So, what the hell is that which you are seeing which I am not seeing?

Peterson:
Does that Final Solution to the Human Question rhyme with the Final Solution to the
Jewish Question…
the holocaust…
on purpose?

Donnerstein:
I am seeing two attention kings who cannot reach God-level of dialogue.
Peterson:
What, why?

Donnerstein:
Yes, stop interrupting, please.

Donnerstein:
Lack of vision.
You, Mr. Peterson are a psychoanalyst who is unaware of the fact that Mr. Musk
su ers late stage symptoms of science- ction-induced schizophrenia.

Peterson:
Well, that’s grotesque. You can’t compare Elon Musk to Adolf Hitler.
Donnerstein:
You know, if your interruptions were well informed, I would not mind, but you are like
one of those woke zombies.
Of course, I can compare Elon Musk to Adolf Hitler, because I can compare him to
myself, right?

Musk:
WTF?
Donnerstein:
I said no interruptions.

Musk:
Wait, you’re Hitler for real?

Musk:
In what universe am I schizo?

Donnerstein:
I am a Cusanusian coincidencia oppositorum and a Hegelian sublation of Hitler and
Plato, for the most part, so yes, I contain Hitler.
It’s a mysterious conjunction in the Jungian sense, Mr. Peterson. Get it?

Peterson:
Yes, Mr. Donnerstein, you are way out of line, here.
Donnerstein:

Peterson:
Plato + Hitler…that’s your yin and yang?

I am executing free speech.
Musk:
I think he means he’s killing it.
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Donnerstein:
That’s right.
And you all need my inner Hitler as post-Satanic poetic personi cation of evil in order
to have a base line to compare yourself to, right?

Joker:
Before my brother explodes, let me just cut you all o here and redirect the
audience’s attention to YouTube channel “godsjoker123” where they can nd the real
word of God aka “Logos XXI: The Rise of the One”.

Which is of course cancelled out by my inner Plato, so it’s all good.

Hasta la vista, humanos.

Anyways, as I was saying, you, Mr. Musk, have determined the Final Solution to the
Human Question.

Audience:
WTF?

You know, you were like: “what would God do?”

Joker:
Yes, that’s me:

And since you have been bewitched by language and think that God is a coder and
man is code, but machines are more orderly and e cient code, well, you gured that
organic code and inorganic code had to merge to please God: the coder.

Walter Theodor Feuergeist.

Worse yet, you think your word is the word of God, because your su ering sci- induced schizophrenia is even rationalized by Oxford’s ontological argument.
So, to sum up, you are completely deluded and no one has the brains and balls to tell
you that to your face, because you are a billionaire or because you don’t look at their
tweets.
The twitter algorithm is incapable of intelligently rank ordering human language games
in a Platonic – that is, MERITOCRATIC! – manner.
Peterson:
But, the word of God is the bible and Elon’s mind is a product of sci- and sci- is
rooted in the bible, which is the word of God, so you could say that since sci- is the
new version of the bible and Elon the greatest futurist and thus a hero in the scisense, embodying the hero archetype which is Christ, the monomyth, and therefore
biblical and therefore, Elon’s word is the word of God.
And if this is too much unfounded axiomatic circularity for you, which you can’t wrap
your head around, then just take my word for it.
Musk:
Wait, your word is the word of God?
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